
WHO CAN APPLY ?

•  Distinguished scholars from the humanities,  

political and social sciences, education sciences  

or law who hold a Ph. D. and have excellent  

knowledge of English. 

•  Individuals with extensive high-level international 

experience in government or non-governmental  

organizations or in international organizations.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE FELLOWSHIP ?

•  Monthly stipend of up to 6,500 euro for a three-  

to six-month research stay in Braunschweig. 

•  Round-trip economy airfare to Germany. 

•  Administrative support provided by the  

program coordinator. 

HOW TO APPLY ? 

The application must include a cover letter, a  

description of the research project or book the  

candidate wishes to work on, a full CV, and the  

completed application form. 

Application deadline: October 4, 2013.

Further information and the application form  

are available at www.gei.de/en/fellowships/georg- 

arnhold-professorship-program/program.html. 

CONTACT 

Martina Schulze 

Program Coordinator Georg Arnhold Program 

Georg Eckert Institute for International Textbook 

 Research 

Celler Straße 3

38114 Braunschweig

Germany 

Tel: + 49 (0)531 123103-124

Fax: + 49 (0)531 59099-99

E-Mail: schulze@gei.de

www.gei.de

THE GEORG ECKERT INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK 

RESEARCH (GEI) 

The Georg Eckert Institute is a global center of excel-

lence for textbook and educational media research.  

It conducts research into international textbooks from 

a cultural and historical perspective, offers a forum 

for international academic exchange and provides  

exceptional research infrastructures. Its library is 

home to a unique collection of 175,000 textbooks 

from 160 countries and to 74,000 volumes of research 

literature and curricula. 
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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

The Georg Arnhold Program aims to promote research 

into education for sustainable peace. Its focus lies 

particularly on educational media and curricula in 

post-conflict or transitional societies, although West-

ern democracies are obviously also called upon to  

develop new concepts to maintain and to stabilize 

peace within society. The program responds to the  

rising demand for grassroots approaches, as well as 

those that are sustainable and regionally-sensitive,  

to establishing or strengthening cultures of peace 

and sustainable development – key challenges for 

present and future generations. 

The program thus strives

•  To foster the international exchange of ideas  

among both established and early-career scholars,

•  To generate recommendations for organizations  

and stakeholders in the field of peace building as 

well as for policy makers, and

•  To strengthen connections between academia  

and  civil society. 

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

THE GEORG ARNHOLD VISITING RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIP

•  Is awarded annually for a stay of between three  

and six months in Braunschweig. 

•  Is an opportunity to conduct research projects  

or to complete work on major publications without 

teaching or administrative obligations.

ARNHOLD SYMPOSIUM 

•  The Georg Arnhold Visiting Professor may  

recommend a topic and a basic concept for an  

international symposium.

•  The symposium takes place each spring at a  

different location such as Braunschweig or New  

York City, with scholars, decision and policy  

makers, and societal stakeholders in attendance.

INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL FOR RESEARCH ON 

 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA 

•  Annual one-week summer school for both upcoming 

and established academics from international  

institutions and doctoral students working at the 

Georg Eckert Institute.

THE PATRON: GEORG ARNHOLD

The program is named for Georg Arnhold (1859 – 1926), 

a German banker, patron of the arts and committed 

pacifist. He and his brother were the proprietors of 

the Bankhaus Gebr. Arnhold (Arnhold Brothers) in 

Dresden. This family bank provided capital for bur-

geoning industrial firms and was, until its “Aryani-

zation” in 1935, one of the largest private banks in 

Germany. The Arnholds blended their economic 

success with generous support for the arts, sciences 

and social welfare. Moreover, Georg Arnhold became 

involved in the German Peace Society and was active 

in the Esperanto movement. 

THE BENEFACTOR: HENRY H. ARNHOLD

Georg Arnhold’s grandson, the American benefactor 

Henry H. Arnhold, instituted the guest professorship 

at the Georg Eckert Institute to honor the legacy of 

his grandfather: 

“Throughout his life my grandfather focused on  

the question of how societies can achieve lasting 

peace. There are indeed many parallels between  

his life’s work and that of the Georg Eckert Institute: 

With the values and the education that we teach  

our children and youth today, we are shaping  

tomorrow’s society.”

ON THE RIGHT 

Portrait Georg Arnhold: 

Max Slevogt (1868 –1932)


